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Create a stair by assembling components for common 
runs, landings, and supports. 

To add stairs, open a plan view or a 3D view and start the 
Stair tool:

Architecture tab        Circulation panel          Stair

A stair can consist of the following:

Runs: straight, spiral, U-shaped, L-shaped, custom 
sketched run

Landings: created automatically between runs or by pick-
ing 2 runs, or by creating a custom sketched landing 

Supports (side and center): created automatically with 
the runs or by picking a run or landing edge

Railings: automatically generated during creation or 
placed later

Stair



When you create a stair, you select a stair type from 
3 predefined system families: 

Cast-In-Place Stair (Monolithic Run and Monolithic 
Landing) (1)

Precast Stair (Notch Connection) (2)

Assembled Stair (3): Wood Stair (3a), Steel Stair (3b) 
and Steel Run and Monolithic Landing (3c)
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Run

To define a stair run, start the Star tool and on the Com-
ponent panel, verify that Run is selected:

You can create common runs, such as straight, arc, 
spiral, or winder or create a custom sketched run. 

Component runs automatically interact with other com-
ponents in the stair system, such as the landing and 
supports.

You can create multiple runs and have Revit automatical-
ly create landings to connect the runs. 

You can choose to have a railing created automatically 
when the run is created. 

Run components can be individually modified using 
direct manipulation controls.
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On the Options Bar:

For Location Line (1), select the creation path for 
the run relative to the Up-direction:

Exterior Support: Left  (a)

Run: Left  (b)

Run: Center  (c)

Run: Right  (d)

Exterior Support: Right  (e)

For Offset (2), specify an optional offset value for 
the creation path. 

For Actual Run Width (3), specify a value for the 
run width. This is the value of the run not includ-
ing supports. 

Automatic Landing (4) is selected by default. If 
you create 2 separate runs to reach the next 
level, Revit automatically creates a landing be-
tween the 2 runs. Clear this option if you do not 
want to create landings automatically.
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Landing

You can select the Automatic Landing option during 
run creation to have the landings created automati-
cally to connect the runs.

If you do not select this option, you can connect 2 
related runs at a later point, as long as

the 2 runs were created in the same stair assem-
bly editing session. 

either the start or end level of one run is the 
same as either the start or end level of the other.

 

To create a lending, verify that Landing is selected:

You can create a landing connecting two selected 
runs that have an elevation in common (Pick Two 
Runs

or

Create a custom landing by sketching the shape 
(Create Sketch)

Pick Two Runs Create Sketch
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Support

Use the Support tool to add a side support to a stair.

To create a support select Support and in the Draw 
gallery, click  Pick Edges. 

Move the cursor over the run or landing edge to add 
the support, and click to select the edge.



Click Riser (2) and sketch the risers using one of the drawing 
tools. Connect riser lines between the left and right boundaries.

Optionally, you can draw a custom stair path to indicate the 
walk line. Select Stair Path (3), and sketch the path. 

If you finish the run sketch without drawing a custom stair path, 
a stair path is created automatically.

Click Finish Edit Mode to exit sketch mode.
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To create a stair run by sketching open a plan or 3D view and 
start the Stair tool. 

To sketch the stair run, with Run selected click Create Sketch

Click on Boundary (1) and sketch the left and right boundaries 
using one of the drawing tools. Do not connect left and right 
boundary lines to each other. 2
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You can create the multistory stair while creating a stair or gen-
erate the multistory stair from an existing stair at a later time.

 

When in stair creation mode (before finishing the stair), click 

Modify | Create Stair tab        Edit panel        Connect Levels

Select a stair in an elevation/section view, and click

Modify | Stairs tab        Multistory Stairs panel       Select Levels
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Ramps
You can create ramps in a plan view or a 3D view.

You use the same tools and procedures for sketching ramps 
that you use to sketch stairs. Just like stairs, you can define 
straight runs, L-shaped runs, U-shaped ramps, and spiral ramps. 
You can also modify the outside boundary of the ramp by modi-
fying the sketch.

To add a ramp click on:

Architecture tab         Circulation panel         Ramp Click Modify | 
Create Ramp Sketch tab       Draw panel, and select either Line 
or  Center-ends Arc.

Place the cursor in the drawing area, and drag to sketch the 
ramp run.

Click  Finish Edit Mode

Ramp
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